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Editorial. 

Our thanks once again go to those participants in CCPS who 
have kindly contributed to this, the thirteenth issue of the 
newsletter. J. H. R. Clarke and K. J. Doyle have provided a summary 
of the CCP5 workshop on the computer simulation of interfaces which 
took place in March this year and J M. Goodfellow has reported on 
the visit to Birkbeck College by Dr. M. Mezei of Hunter College, 
New York. Both of these events were sponsored by CCPS (the latter 
only partially) and so .it is appropriate that z:eports on them 
should be produced here. 

Of more direct scientific interest we have an intriguing article 
on the recurrence time in molecular dynamics, provided by M. 
Schoen, R Vogelsang and C. Hoheisel. W. Smith and K. Singer have 
written a description of the dynamics of spherical gaussian 
wavepackets, which is a method which potentially offers a route to 
quantum corrected molecular dynamics. For our colleagues with 
interests in lattice simulations, S. C. Parker has written about 
vacancy ordering in calcium manganese oxides. 

In keeping with our tradition of presenting examples of 
computationally efficient techniques, we are pleased to produce the 
article by R. F. Fowler on the identification of a droplet in 
equilibrium with its vapour. Lastly, our old friend o. M. Heyes has 
something ~o say on the subject of radiation damage by molecular 
dynamics. 

Many thanks to all for their contributions. 

Contributors; 

J. H. R. Clarke Department of Chemistry, U.M.I.S.T., Sackville 
K. J. Doyle Street, Manchester M60 lQO. 

R. F. Fowler The Physics Laboratory, 
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The University of Kent, 

J.M. Goodfellow Department of Crystallography, 
Malet Street, London WCl. 
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D. M. He yes 

S. C Parker 
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K. Singer 

w. Smith 

Department of Chemistry, 
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Lehrstuhl fur Theoretische Chemie, Der 
Universi~at Bochum, Postfach 102148, 
Bochum 1, West Germany. 

Road, 

Ruhr 
D-4630 

Department of Chemistry, 
Egham, Surrey,TW20 OEA. 

Royal Holloway College, 

S.E.R.C. Daresbury Labora~ory, Daresbury, 
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General News. 

a) The next CCPS meeting will be entitled 'Potential Models for 
Computer Simulation' and will take place at University College 
London from Thursday 20 th. September to Friday 21 st. September 
1984. The theme of the Meeting will be recent developments in both 
theoretical and empirical potentials for use ~n simulation. 

Full details of the structure of the meeting, the speakers and 
the required registration form are given in the circular included 
with this newsletter. 

b) Readers may also be interested to know that CCP3 and CCP6 are 
jointly organising a strongly related meeting entitled 'Potentials 
for Gas Phase and Surface Scattering Calculations', which will be 
held at Cambridge after the CCPS Meeting, from Monday 24 th. 
September to Tuesday 25 th. September 1984. 

Full details of this meeting and the required 
form are given in the second circular supplied with 
the Newsletter. 

registration 
this issue of 

c) CCPS is sponsoring a visit to the U. K. by Professor B. J. Berne 
(Columbia University) ~n October 1984 (20th. to the 27 th.). 
Professor Berne is an acknowledged authority in the field of 
computer simulation and his visit to the U. K. is designed to 
encourage developments in some of the newer areas of computer 
simulation. Professor Berne is expected to give seminars on the 
subjects of "Quantum Mechanical Computer Simulation", "Computer 
Simulation of Rare (Activated) Events'' and "\-,later and Aqueous 
Solutions" as well as partake in more informal discussions over a 
wide range. His itinerary (subject to final confirmation) is as 
follows (local contacts are given in brackets): 

Oxford -October 2l st. to 22 nd. (Professor J. S. Rawlinson). 

Cambridge - October 23 d. to 24 th. (Professor A. D. Buckingham). 

London- October 25 th. to 26 th. (Dr. J. M. Goodfellow). 

The visit is being organised for CCP5 by Professor K. Singer, who 
will confirm details at a later date. Information is also likely to 
be available at the centres Professor Berne is to visit. Readers 
are welcome to visit one of these venues to have discussions with 
Professor Berne. Please make arrangements with the appropriate 
local contact. 

d) In our attempt to rationalise the membership of the CCP5 
Steering Committee, we publish again the list of persons, who may 
regard themselves as recognised members of the Committee. This 
means, among other things, that their advice and opinions on all 
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matters related to CCP5 are considered to be rep~esentative of the 
whole project and thus their presence at CCP5 Steering Committee 
Meetings is encouraged. 

The membership of the Steer~ng Committee is intended to be 
representative of the simulation groups participating in CCP5, 
particularly ~n the U.K .. We would therefore be pleased to hear 
from any group not adequately represented. Equally, whoever wishes 
to withdraw their membership should let us know. 

Please send your comments to Dr. w. Smith, S.E.R.C. Daresbury 
Laboratory, Daresbury, Warrington WA4 4AD, U.K .. 

D. Adams (Southampton) 
M. Allen (Oxford) 
A. Bellemans (Brussels) 
H. Berendsen (Groningen) 
B.J. Berne (N.Y.) 
K. Binder (Julich) 
R. Catlow (U.C.L.) 
J. Clarke (UMIST) 
M. Evans (Wales) 
D. Fincham (Q.M.C.) 
J. Pinney (Birkbeck) 
M. Gillan (Harwell) 
K. Gubbins (N.Y.) 
D. Heyes (R.H.C.) 
R. Hackney (Reading) 
G. Jacucci (Trento) 
B. Janssen (Lund) 
M. Leslie (Daresbury) 
R. Lynden-Bell (Cambridge) 
W. Mackrodt (I.C.I.) 
I. McDonald (Cambridge) 
D. Nicholson (Imperial) 
N. Parsonage (Imperial) 
S. Pawley (Edinburgh) 
J. W. Perram (Odense) 
J. Powles (Canterbury) 
N. Quirk (N.Y.) 
J. Rawlinson (Oxford) 
J. Ryckaert (Brussels) 
K. Singer (R.H.C.) 
W. Smith (Oaresbury) 
D. Tildesley (Southampton) 

e) Your editor has been contacted by Or. A. K. Shukla of the 
Department of Chemistry, University of Delhi, Oelh~ 110007, India. 
Dr. Shukla is very interested in the CCPS Project and is keen to 
enter into a collaboration involving computer simulation. His 
current interests include the thermodynamic and transport 
properties of molten salt mil<tures, density and temperature 
dependence of transport properties in supercooled L-J liquids, 
thermodynamic properties of ionic clusters and the adsorption of 
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rare gases on graphite, The computer he has available to him is an 
IBM 360 mainframe. 

If any of our readers is also interested in the subject ar~as 
outlined by Dr. Shukla, perhaps he or she would consider contacting 
him? 

f) Users of the Rutherford and Appleton Laboratory computing system 
are reminded once again that magnetic tapes stored without access 
for the past five years will be scrapped if not identified to the 
tape librarian before 31 st July 1984. 

RAL has also announced that due to manpower shortages they are 
experiencing difficulties in organising courses for users and have 
had to cancel their schedule for the year. 

g) The University of London Computing Centre has progressed beyond 
the initial phases of implementing the new Amdahl 470V/8 and Cray 
Is configuration. Their efforts now seem to be more in the way of 
consolidation than initiation. Perhaps the most significant news 
from ULCC is that a new version of the Cray operating system COS 
1.12 (and with it a new FORTRAN compiler CFT 1.11) was scheduled 
for field trials towards th~ .::tid o£ May. This seems likely to have 
a significant (but not traumatic) effect on users of the Cray Is 
and so they are re~ommended to examine the May issue of the ULCC 
newsletter to appraise themselves of the situation. 

ULCC has also announced the appearance of the user archiving 
service promised some time ago. The system uses the MASSTOR M860 
automatic filestore. Archive requests are processed every 12 hours; 
at noon and midnight, while retrieve requests are dealt with every 
ten minutes. Initially, two copies of the archived dataset will be 
saved on the MASSTOR system, but eventually one copy will migrate 
to conventional tape storage. 

h) As reported in the last issue of this newsletter, the University 
of Manchester Regional Computer Centre launched the new Amdahl 
470V/8 and CYBER 105 service on March 5 th.. The ROSCOE job 
submission and editing facility is working well and is a decided 
improvement over the GEORGE system on the ICL l906A. Transfer of 
datasets between ROSCOE and the MVS operating system on the Amdahl 
and the MASSTOR backup is very smooth. There are however still a 
few problems to be ironed out. Loss of output is not unknown and 
transfer of datasets between the various mainframes has failed on 
occassion. However the system is gradually improving and it 
promises much for the future. 

Users should note that the ICL 1906A is due to be withdrawn by 
July 31 st., which means that all file transfers to the Amdahl 
front - end processor should be completed by all users before then. 
Users are also requested to delete unwanted files to reduce the 
dump tape requirement of the 1906A. 
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In addition to the system upgrades ceported in ouc 
the Amdahl 470V/7 is to be upgraded to a V/8 on 
following an assessment of loading on the 470 by Amdahl 

last issue, 
May 2nd., 
and UMRCC. 

The CYBER 205 FORTRAN 77 compiler (FORTRAN 200) has now been 
fully documented in the FORTRAN 200 manual, which is available from 
UMRCC. 

i) Anyone wishing to make use of the CCPS Program Library is 
invited to do so. Documents and programs are available free of 
charge to academic centres upon application to Dr. M. Leslie (*)_ at 
Daresbury Laboratory. Listings of programs are available if 
required but it is recommended that magnetic tapes (to be supplied 
by the applicant) be used. Users wishing to send magnetic tapes are 
requested to write to Dr. Leslie for information before sending the 
tape. (A l1st of programs available follows in the ne~t few pages.) 

We should also like to remind our readers that we would 
welcome contributions to the Program Library. The Library e~ists to 
provide support for the research efforts of everyone active in 
computer simulation and ~o this end we are always pleased to extend 
the range of software available. If any of our readers have any 
programs they would like to make available, please would they 
contact Dr. Leslie. 

* (Full 
Warrington 

address: 
WA4 4AD, 

S.E.R.C. 
U.K.) 

Dares bury Laboratory, Dares bury, 
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MDATOM by S. M. Thompson. 

M.D. simulation of atomic fluids. Uses 12/6 Lennard - Jones 
potential function and fifth order Gear integration algorithm. 
Calculates system average configuration energy, kinetic energy, 
virial, mean square force and the associated R.M.S. deviations and 
also system pressure, temperature, constant volume specific heat, 
mean square displacement, quantum corrections and radial 
distribution function. 

HMDIAT by S. H. Thompson. 

M.D. simulation of diatomic molecule fluids. Uses 12/6 Lennard 
Jones site site potential functions and a fifth Ot"der Gear 
algorithm for centre of mass motion. Angular motion ,, 
calculated by fourth order Gear algorithm With quaternion 
orientation parameters. Calculates 
energy, kinetic energy, virial, 
torque and the associated R.M.S. 

system average configuration 
mean square force, mean 

deviations and also 
square 
system 

pressure, temperature, constant volume specific heat, mean square 
displacement and quantum corrections. 

MOLIN by S. M. Thompson. 

M.D. simulation of linear 
Jones site - site potential 
algorithm for centre of 
calculated by fourth order 
orientation parameters. List 
as HMDIAT. 

MDLINQ by S. M. Thompson. 

molecule fluids. Uses 12/6 Lennard -
functions and a fifth order Gear 

mass motion. Angular motion is 
Gear algorithm with quaternion 
of calculated properties is the same 

M.D. simulation of linear molecule fluids. Uses 12/6 Lennard -
Jones site - site potential functions plus a point electrostatic 
quadrupole. Uses a fifth order Gear algorithm for centre - of -
mass motion. Angular motion is calculated by fourth order Gear 
algorithm with quaternion orientation parameters. List of 
calculated properties is the same as HMDIAT. 

MDTETRA by S. M. Thompson. 

M.D. simulation of tetrahedral molecule fluids. 
Jones site - site potential functions and a 
algorithm for centre of mass motion. 

Uses 12/6 Lennard -
fifth order Gear 
Angular motion is 

calculated 
orientation 
as HMDIAT. 

by fourth 
parameters. 

order 
List 

Gear algorithm with 
of calculated properties 

quaternion 
is the same 
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MDPOLY by S. M. Thompson. 

M.D. simulation of polyatomic molecule fluids. Uses 12/6 Lennard 
Jones site 
algorithm for 
calculated by 

site 
centre 

potential 
of 

functions and a fifth order Gear 

fourth order 
mass 

Gear 
motion. Angular 

algorithm with 
orientation parameters. List of calculated properties is 
as HMDIAT. 

ADMIXT by W. Smith, 

motion is 
quat ern ion 

the same 

M.D. simulation of monatomic molecule m~xtures. Uses 12/6 Lennard -
Jones atom atom potential functions and a Vet"let leapfrog 
algorithm for centre - of - mass motion. Calculates system average 
configuration energy, kinetic energy and virial and associated 
R.M.s. deviations and also pressure, temperature, mean square 
displacements and radial d~stribution functions. 

MDMIXT by W. Smith. 

M.D. simulation of polyatomic molecule mixtures. Uses 12/6 Lennard 
Jones site site potential functions and a Vel."let leapfrog 

algorithm for centre of mass motion. Angulat" motion is 
calculated by the Fincham leapfrog algorithm using quaternion 
orientation parameters. Calculates system average configuration 
energy, kinetic energy and virial and associated R.M.S. deviations 
and also pressure and temperature. 

MDMULP by W. Smith. 

M.D. simulation of polyatomic molecule mixtures. Uses 12/6 Lennard 
- Jones site - site potential functions and point electt"ostatic 
multi poles (charge, dipole and quadrupole). Long range 
electrostatic effects are calculated using the Ewald summation 
method. Uses a Verlet leapfrog algorithm for centre - of - mass 
motion. Angular motion is calculated by the Fincham leapft"og 
algorithm using quaternion orientation parameters. Calculates 
system average configuration energy, kinetic energy and virial and 
associated R.M.S. deviations and also pressure and temperature. 

MDMPOL by W. Smith & D. Fincham. 

M.D. simulation of polyatomic molecule mixtures. Uses 12/6 Lennard 
Jones site - site potential functions and fractional charges to 

represent electrostatic multipoles. Long range electrostatic 
effects are calculated using the Ewald summation method. Uses a 
Verlet leapft"og algorithm for centt"e - of - mass motion. Angular 
motion is calculated by the Fincham leapfrog algorithm using 
quaternion orientation parameters. Calculates system average 
configuration energy, kinetic energy and virial and associated 
R.M.S. deviations and also pressure and temperature. 
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OENCOR by W. Smith. 

Calculation of density correlation functions. 
data to produce the fourier transform of the 

Processes atomic M.D. 
particle density, the 

dynamic structure intermediate 
factors. 

scattering functions and 

CURDEN by W. Smith. 

the 

Calculation of current density correlation functions. 
atomic M.D. data to produce the ~ourier transform of 
density, the current density correlation functions 
temporal ~ourier transforms. 

HLJl by D. M. Heyes. 

Processes 
the current 
and their 

M.D. simulation of atomic fluids. Uses 12/6 Lennard - Jones site 
site potential function and a Verlet 
- of - mass motion. Calculates system 
and kinetic energy and associated 
pressure, temperature, 
distribution function. 

HLJ2 by D. M. Heyes. 

mean square 

leapfrog algorithm for centre 
average configuration energy 

R.M.S. deviations and also 
displacements and radial 

M.D. simulation of atomic fluids. Uses 12/6 Lennard- Jones site 
site potential function and a Verlet leapfrog algorithm for centre 
- of - mass motion. Calculates system average configuration energy 
and kinetic energy and associated R.M.S. deviations and also 
pressure, temperature, mean square displacements, radial 
distribution function and velocity autocorrelation function. 

HLJ3 by D. M. Heyes. 

M.D. simulation of atomic fluids. Uses 12/6 Lennard - Jones site 
site potential function and a V'erlet leapfrog algorithm for centre 
- of - mass motion. The link - cell method is employed to enable 
large simulations. Calculates system average configuration energy 
and kinetic energy and associated R.M.S. deviations and also 
pressure, temperature, mean square displacements and l"adial 
distribution function. 

HLJ4 by D. M. Heyes. 

M.D. simulat~on of atomic fluids. Uses 12/6 Lennard -Jones site-
site potential function and a Verlet leapfrog algorithm for centre 

of - mass motion. The algorithm allows either the temperature or 
the pressure to be constrained. Calculates system average 
configuration energy and kinetic energy and associated R.M.S. 
deviations and also pressure, temperature, mean square 
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displacements and radial distribution function. 

HLJS by D. M. Heyes. 

M.D. simulation of atomic fluids. Uses 12/6 Lennard - Jones site -
site shifted potential function and a Verlet leapfrog algorithm for 
centre - of - mass motion. This method removes the discontinuities 
at the potential cutoff radius. Calculates system average 
configuration energy and kinetic energy and associated R.l>!.S. 
deviations and also pressure, temperature, mean square 
displacements and radial distribution function. 

HLJ6 by D. M. Heyes. 

M.D. simulation of atomic fluids. Uses 12/6 Lennard - Jones site 
site shifted potential function and the Toxvaerd algorithm for 
centre - of - mass motion. This algorithm is more accurate than the 
Verlet algorithm. Calculates system average configuration energy 
and kinetic energy and associated R.M.S. deviations and also 
pressure, temperature, 
distribution function. 

mean square displacements and radial 

MCRPM by D. M. Heyes. 

M.C. simulation of electrolytes. l>lonte Carlo 
restricted primitive model of an electrolyte. The 
regarded as infinite for r d and Coulombic 

program using 
potential is 

for r d. The 
properties calculated are the 
R.M.S. deviation, the pair 
melting factor. 

average configuration energy and 
radial distribution function and 

its 

the 

SURF by D. M. Reyes. 

M.D. simulation of model alkalai halide lamina. Molecular dynamics 
simulation for ionic laminae using the Tosi-F'umi I 
Born-Mayer-Huggins potential and the Evjen method for evaluating 
the lattice sums. The integration algorithm used is the Verlet 
method. The program calculates the system potential and kinetic 
energies, the pressure and the final averages and R.M.S. 
fluctuations. The program also calculates density profiles such as 
number density, tempe-rature, energy and pressure. 

HSTOCH by W. F. van Gunsteren & D. M. Heyes. 

S.D. or M.D. simulation of molecules in vacuo or in a rectangular 
cell with solvent or lattice atoms (j.e. Langevin or Brownian 
dynamics of large molecules). 

MDATOM by D. Fincham. 
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M.D. simulation of atomic fluids. Uses 12/6 Lennard Jones 
potential function and Verlet leapfrog integration algorithm. 
Calculates system average configuration energy, kinetic energy, 
virial and the associated R.M.S. deviations and also system 
pressure, temperatur·e, mean square displacement and radial 
distribution function. 

MDDIAT by D. Fincham. 

M.D. simulation of diatomic molecule fluids. Uses 12/6 Lennard 
Jones site site potential functions and the Verlet leapfrog 
algorithm for centre - of - mass motion. Angular motion is is 
calculated using the constraint algorithm. Calculates system 
average configuration energy, kinetic energy, virial and the 
associated R.M.S. deviations and also system pressure, temperature 
and mean square displacement. 

MODIATQ by D. Fincham. 

M.D. simulation of diatomic fluids. Uses 12/6 Lennard - Jones site 
- site potential functions and a point quadrupole electrostatic 
term. Employs the Verlet leapfrog algorithm for centre - of - mass 
motion. Angular motion is calculated using the constraint 
algorithm. Calculates system average configuration energy, kinetic 
energy, virial and the associated R.M.S. deviaLions and also system 
pressure, temperature and mean square displacement. 

MDIONS by D. Fincham & N. Anastasiou. 

M.D. simulation of electrolytes. Uses exp/6/8 potential function 
and the Coulomb electrostatic potential. Long range interactions 
are calculated using the Ewald summation method. Uses the Verlet 
leapfrog algorithm for particle motion. Calculates system average 
configuration energy, kinetic energy, virial and the associated 
R.M.S. deviations and also system pressure, temperature, radial 
distribution functions, static structure factors and mean square 
displacements. 

MDMANY by 0. Fincham & W. Smith. 

M.D. simulation of polyatomic molecules. Uses 12/6 Lennard - Jones 
site - site potential functions and fractional charges to represent 
electrostatic multipoles. Long range electrostatic effects are 
calculated using the Ewald summation method. Uses a Verlet leapfrog 
algorithm for centre of mass motion. Angular motion is 
calculated by the Fincham leapfrog algorithm using quaternion 
orientation parameters. Calculates system average configuration 
energy, kinetic energy and virial and associated R.M.S. deviations 
and also pressure and temperature. FORTRAN 77 standard program. 
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CARLOS by B. Jonsson & S. Romano. 

M.C. simulation of a polyatomic solute molecule in an aqueous 
cluster. (i.e. a molecule surrounded by water molecules). The water 
- water potential is calculated using an analytical fit to an ab 

initio potential energy surface due to Matsuoka et al. The 
solute-solvent potential is optional. The program provides an 
energy and coordinate 1 history 1 of the H.C. simulation. An analysis 
program CARLAN for processing the data produced by CARLOS is also 
available. 

MCN by N. Corbin. 

M.C. simulation of atomic fluids. Standard (Metropolis) ~lonte Carlo 
program for atomic fluids. 

SCN by N. Corbin. 

M.C. simulation 
Doll) Monte Carlo 

SMF by N. Corbin. 

of atomic 
program for 

fluids. Standard (Rossky,Friedman and 
atomic fluids. 

M.C. simulation of atomic fluids. Standard (path integral method) 
Monte Carlo program for atomic fluids. 
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Report of CCPS Workshop 

on 

COHPU'£ER SH,lULATION OF INTERFACES 

Manchester March 29-3~ 1984 

by 

J.H.R.Clarke and K.J.Ooyle. 

This was our first attempt at a new venture workshops 

involving 15-20 persons, at which they would Ce encouraged to 

talk in detail about what they do rather than about their pet 

results. By most accounts the 'round table' format of the 

meeting was 3. Sl_!ccess. It is 'dO!'th suggesting to organisers of 

future workshops, however, that they strictly limit the number of 

talks and give more time for guided discussion. 

The object of this workshop was to survey the various 

aspects of interfacial phenomena currently under investigation by 

various simulation groups within the U.K., to identify problems 

and provide a bas1s for increased collaboration within the 

frame;,vork of CCP5. Four n1ain areas were chosen for discussion: 

crystal surfaces, liquid - vapour interfaces, adsorbed layers on 

solids and various aspects 

catllolic selection indeed 

of the solid-liquid interface. A 

Dotl1 static lattice (SL) and finite 

temperature (molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo, CIC) 
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simulations were considered. 

The first session was concerned with· crystal surfaces and 

defect (internal interface) calculations. The essential features 

of SL simulations were introduced by Dr. Jackson, who emphasised 

the high precision and speed of the calculations whilst notir:g 

their limitations. For instance it is not possible to calculate 

free energies and explicit dynamical effects cannot be studied. 

The basic difference in the SL and ;,w approaches r.1ight be of 

significant consequence for the calculation of certain 

interfacial properties. As a case in point it was pointed out 

that dynal71ic simulations of alkali halide crystals [ l] had 

revealed significant surface reconstruction and large mean 

squared vibrational amplitudes of surface ions compared to the 

bulk. It was concluded tt1at a close comparison of the two 

techniques for some selected systems would be valuable. An 

appropriate case might 

impurity J.ons (Ba2+, 

be studies of surface segregation of 

Sr2+, Ca2+) at the surfaces of a cubic MgO 

crystal for which accurate SL calculations already exist 

(Mackrodt) using relatively simple potentials. 

There was some discussion of the potentials used lll ionlc 

crystal simulations. The computationally faster SL calculations 

are of particular value since they can be used with highly 

realistic but often mathematically complex potentials. The 

general preference for using an exponential rather then power law 

repulsive component was emphasised. Although the Ewald summation 
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is usually used to calculate long range coulombic interactions 

(with a reciprocal space term appropriate to two-dimensional 

translational symmetry) it was pointed out (Beyes) that other 

fast converging methods have recently been developed 'tlhich might 

be useful in SL calculations. 

The relative advantages of using rigid ion and shell model 

potem:.ials wwere discL1ssed. Although it was suggested that 

polarisation effects could be important at the surface, current 

evidence (Hackrodt, 'I' asker) suggested that the effective 

potential experienced by ions at a crystal surface was fact 

very similar to that in the bulk. The importance of ne\v atom 

scattering experiments (e.g. those at Gottinsen). for obtaining 

information on real surface interaction potentials was 

ernphasised. 

Dr. Tasker outlined SL calculations of grain boundaries 

(internal surfaces) in NiO, with the object of predicting local 

structures which might be pathways for the enhanced diffusion 

that is known to occur in this material [2]. Comparison with HD 

studies of such systems would be very valuable. 

The second session was concerned with liquid-vapour 

simulations. Prof. Powles introduced 1'-lD simulations of droplets 

as a means of studying the Lennard-~Tones (LJ) llquid 

equilibriu~: with its vapour [3]. Several methods of dealing '.Vitb 

boundary conditions have been adopted. Powles used normal cyclic 
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used systems (vapour + liquid) boundaries but others have 

confined by a rigid cage. l'>.lthough there are some fundament.J.l 

objections to the latter method, both appear to give quite 

similar results. The necessity for long periods of equlibration 

(c. 50 01)0 time steps in HD) was emphasised. The problem of 

computing ·the surface tension was discussed at some length. 

Powles proposes a method utilising data from liquid droplet 

simulations and the Kelvin equation. The major uncertainty in 

this method, however, is determination of the droplet radius. 

Recently simulations l•ave also been attempted for droplets 

composed of particles interacting through a Stockmayer potential. 

The point dipoles were kept deliberately smu.ll in magnitud-e so 

that long range interactions in a periodic system could be 

ignored. The interest l1ere is in the profile of the dielecLric 

constant across the interface. 

The lviD and t/iC simulut~on of hard and 

liquid interfaces was discussed by Dr. 

once again, the necessity to allow for 

soft sphere crystal

Bushnell-Wye [4] and , 

the very sluggish 

equilibration in such systems was emphasised. One important 

problem encountered here was the choice of starting configuration 

which had a very strong influence on the time development of 

interfacial structure. The system s~ze also influences 

equilibration which turned out to be more efficient for the (less 
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constained) larger (N > 4000) systems. 

Spatial uniformity of the chemical potential as a criterion 

for equilibrium was discussed by Dr. Van Swol during a talk in 

which he outlined a ver·y cor.tprehensive i'!D study [S] of the hard 

sphere fluid constrained by hard walls. The chemical potential 

acrose.; the sample was calculated using the test particle method 

based on the potential· distribution theorem. For mechanical 

equilibrium both the chemical potential and the normal pressure 

should be spatially uniform. Examples were discussed. 

Dr. Parsonage outlined the coupling paraTI:eter I::ethod of 

obtaining free energies, which ar·e often more interesting for 

adsorption systems than for uniform systems. In this method 

values are computed relative to a reference state by 

progressively 'turning on the potential. 'I' he free energy 

d1.fference is calculated by integration of the mean internal 

energy over the coupllng parameter. If the reference is a hard 

sphere system care is necessary in the choice of cut-off in order 

to avoid poor initial statistics. 

Three currently central problems in t h, .. ~ simulation of 

adsorbed molecular rnonolayers of nitrogen on graphite were 

presented by Drs. Tildesley, Joshi and Talbot [b] 

(1) The extent to which the existence of periodic boundaries 

promotes the formation of dOELains, 
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(2) The nature of orientational disordering within domains 

and between domains, 

(3) The best choice of order parameter to ch~racterise such 

processes. 

The rotcltional transition around 27 K l1as been studied using 

a lattice model of 1000 sp1ns and (N,V,T) !-lC. One of the 

difficulties is that below the transition the syster11 tends to 

lock in one of six degenerate ground states of the ordered 

herringbone structure as a result of the periodic boundaries. At 

higher temperatures the system breaks up into domains. The value 

of any single particle orientational order parameter lS is 

affected both .bY molecules within a domain and by the relative 

orientation (which is continually changing) between domains. 

Care has to be taken to avoid misleading results. Above the 

transition where short ranse ordering is maintained the order 

parameter oscillates in value slowly about zero so that very long 

runs I . f 1 •7 . . . ) 1n excess o ~ COlltlguratlons must be used. vtas 

concluded that the transition is first order in the presence of 

'weuk' boundaries (e ·9· an infinite strip with 2J luyer 

periodicity) 

Suitable pair order parameters are difficult to devise. At 

short range molecules in successive neighbour shells occupy 

different orientations and the effects will tend to cancel. At 

long range the existence of grain boundaries bet\veen domains can 

seriously affect the value of a pair order parameter. 

17 
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Dr. Joslti concentrated attention on the n~lative spatial 

ordering of N2 molecules and their ordering with respect to the 

underlying graphite lattice at temperatures above the transition 

between 35 K and 45 K, as studied by i>!D. 

~ncreasing 

A gradual loss of 

solid-like structure with tempcriJ.ture ltii;lS 

characterised but the equilibration was found to be very slow and 

very long si~ulations will be necessary before conclusive results 

are obtained. 

Dr. Talbot also discussed the determination of the 

3-dimensional order of ci2 adsorbed on graphite. ~JD simulations 

showed that even at high temperatures in the fluid phase (~75 h) 

the molecules tend to lie essentially parallel to, the surface and 

over t!1e centre of the hexagons of C atoms. Orientational 

structure was exarnined in this case using the spherical 

expansion of the pair correlation function. 

ha.J.:monic 

Dr. Nicholson pointed out that simulations using the grand 

ensemble HC method can 

metastable pi1ases and is 

be used to 

particularly 

distinguish 

sui table for 

stable from 

adsorption 

systems. '.'lark on the monolayer phases of l\.r and r~r on gr.:.:.pili te 

using effective potentlals has shown that well characterised 

adsorbate phast:!s are not stable in tl1e expected regions of the 

phase diagram. The introduction of a substrate-~edlated 3-body 

poterttial does not rectify this situation for 

suggested that substantially l1igher barrier l1eigl1ts 

Kr. It 

between 

was 

sites 

r.1ight bring experir.,ent and sintulatiorl into better agreen;ent. 
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Some of the factors affecting the barrier heights were discussed, 

in particular the importarJce of the repulsive part of the 

potential. The possibilities of obtaining improved understanding 

here using ab initio methods ~,..;ere discusso2:d. Several points were 

raised about the importance of 3-body contributions for 

example it might be necessary to take account of quadrupole and 

of 4th order terms. 

In the final session Dr. Ueyes compared a number of r.lethods 

for producing shear flow ~n liquids by HD, in particular the 

homogeneous shear method and another simple rnoUifico.tion 'Hhich 

introduces wall effects by the inclusion of reflection boundaries 

at the top and bottom of the basic cell. At low st1ear rates both 

methods yielded essentially the same viscosities despite large 

differences in the fluid structures. At large s}1ear rates 

differences in the viscosities calculated using the two methods 

became evident und the homogeneous shear siraula tions exhibited a 

strong N-dependence. Much more systematic \YOrk on methodology in 

this area was required. 

Lastly ( and unfortunately under undeserved pressure from 

the clock) Dr. Whittle briefly discussed some recent 

developments in the HD simulation of sputtt!ring events 

surfaces. 

at solid 

Thanks are extended to all the contributers who l1elped 
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towards the compilation of this report. 
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Computer Simulation of Aqueous Systems 

A report on the visit of Dr. Mihail Mezei (Hunter College, New York) 

to Birkbeck College, London. * 

Introduction 

by Julia M. Goodfellow 

Liquid & Disordered Systems Laboratory 

Department of Cryststallography, 

Birkbeck College, University of London, 

Malet Street, London WC1E 7HX. 

Dr. Mihail Mezei visited the liquid group within the Department of 

Crystallography at Birkbeck College for one ·,;eek at the beginning of March 

1984. He has worked in Professor D. Beveridge's group for several years and 

has taken an active part ln most projects on computer simulation of liquid 

water and aqueous solutions in which his laboratory specializes. As well as 

giving a seminar entitled •computer Slmulation of Aqueous Solutions', •,;e had 

several in-depth discusslons on the following topics: 

(i) Water models. 

(ii) Free energy calculations. 

(iii) Crystal hydrates. 

Models for Hater 

The work of both laboratories depends critically on the potential 

energy functions we choose to model water molecule lnteractions. Dr. Mezei 

has used the MCY/CI model of Clementi and coworkers 1 whereas we have used 

the PE (polarisable electropole) model of Barnes et al 2 in one of its 

several forms. Dr. Mezei's seminar started with a summary of properties 

of water models MCY, ST2, SPC, TIPS2, TIPS4 and QPEN (see the review by 

Beveridge et al 3 ). He also described a simulation of liquid water using the 

new CHl'' potential of Clementi and Habitz. Unfortunately, the results of 

this simulation showed that while the pressure is far too high, the mean 

potential energy is much too low. This implies that it will be difficult to 

modify this potential (i.e. with addition of 3-body correctlon) to give both 

better pressure and potentlal energy. We also dlSCussed the work over the 

* Partly sponsored by CCP5. 
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last two years to modify the PE model. To give better fits to (a) dimer 

surfaces, (b) second virial coefficients, {c) liquid phase r.d.f. and (d) 

properties of ices. The modifications we have used inlcude 

(i) increasing the electropole terms to include dipole-octupole 

interactions and quadrupole-octupole; 

(ii) modification of repulsive core from inverse 12th power to 1/R 1 • 3 ; 

(iii) introduction of hydrogen---hydrogen repulsion; 

(iv) Switching off polarisation energy. 

As none of the models for water are completely satisfactory, both 

groups felt that it is important to compare results by use of more than one 

model. 

Free energy Calculations 

(SERC Grant Supported.) 

(?. Barnes, J.L. Finney, J.M. Goodfellow and F. Sussman) 

We have been attempting to calculate free energy differences for water 

in restricted environments. The ultimate aim is to calculate the free energy 

difference of water in an enzyme active site compared with that in bulk 

water. This restricted water has to be removed and replaced by a substrate 

molecule during enzyme catalysis. Our attempts to find a method of getting 

FE differences included use of the ratio overlap method 5 and umbrella 

sampling methods 6 • In order to check both these methods and the potential 

functions which were used, a control calculation was undertaken of the 

free energy difference for water at 55°C compared with 20°C and at gooc 
compared with 55 a. Both these differences could then be compared '"'i th 

experimental values', The temperature ranges were chosen to give adequate 

overlap of the potential energy distributions. Several models for water 

were used including ST2, TIPS2 and PE. 

Dr. Mezei 1s an ardent supporter of the method of thermodynamic 

integration (TI) for calculation of free energ1es 8
• The main reason for our 

not using this method is the number of state points which are required in 

order to get accurate integration. However, Dr. Mezei pointed out that with 

a small number of particles (- ~ 64) (there is no evidence for any strong 

dependence on a large number of particles) and the fact that the potential 

energy is one of the first properties to converge, runs of only 300K would 
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be required for convergence •..rithin 2%. Thus one could afford to run the 

three simulations needed for the TI method. 

Further discussions followed on our initial results to obtain the free 

energy differences in restricted environments. So far, we have only model 

environments such as spheres and ellipses without periodic boundary 

conditions. He have then introduced dipoles whlch model the electrostatic 

field of a-helices which are round in same proteins. 

Crystal Hydrates 

(SERC Grant supported.) 

Because of the problems of computer simulation in large heterogeneous 

systems of biological interest 10
, \-ie started to simulate systems t'or which 

we have experimental data i.e. crystal hydrates. lt is essential to choose 

crystal hydrates in which all the solvent molecules are well-defined 

crystallographically for which high resolution X-ray data (and if possible 

neutron data as well) is required. This precludes most, if not all, protein 

crystals and leaves us ~ith small amino acid 11 and nucleic acid 1 z hydrates 

and a few medium sized systems much as vitamin 812 coenzyme 13 and 

dCpG-proflavin, 

Both laboratories decided to study the dCpG proflavin hydrate 

initially, This structure was solved by H. Berman (Philadelphia) and S. 

Neidle (Kings College, London) with whom we have been collaborating. The 

solvent structure in this crystal ha~ only slight static disorder and it is 

therefore relatively easy to compare the experimental with the simulated 

hydrogen bonded solvent networks. One s1mulation was undertaken using the 

MYC/CI potentials (at Hunter College) and another with PE potential (at 

Birkbeck College). Our initial results showed several reg10ns of 

discrepancy between prediction and experiment 1 '•. 

Dr. Mezei has concentrated on the problem of optimizing the ass1gnment 

of predicted solvent positions (which may change as the simulation 

progresses) to the experimentally determined solvent molecule positions. I 

have chosen to look at the problems of comparison of hydrogen bonded solvent 

networks whether they are between experiment and prediction or between 

predictions using different potentials. As we are interested in the total 

environment (including other solvent molecules and polar and apolar atoms 

from the macromolecules) of each solvent molecule, parameters (known as 
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agreement factor 5 • 
12

•
15

) have been devised in order to measure d1fferences 

between such environments. We also discussed the most recent studies (at 

Birkbeck College) on the more disordered solvent networks 15
• 

Solution Studies 

Dr. Mezei has or is about to publish a number of papers on aqueous 

solutions which are listed below. Further publications from Dr. Beveridge's 

laboratory are included in the 'references• section. 

( 1) 11 Monte Car•lo Computer Simulation Study of the Hydrophobic Effect'' by 

Ravishanker, Mezei and sever·idge, Faraday Symposium, Chem.Soc. 

79-91 • 1982. 

(2) ''Solvent-Separated Hydrophobic Interaction11 by Beveridge et al in 

Structure and Dynamics: Nucleic Acids and Proteins, Ed. Clementi and 

Sarma, Adenine Press, 1983. 

(3) 11 Aqueous Hydration of Benzene 11 , Ravishanker et al, JACS in press 1984. 

(4) 11 A pattern recogniton approach to the an.alysis of general features 

of solution11 by Marchese et al, JACS in press 1984. 

(5) "A Monte carlo Study of aqueous hydration of formamide at 25°C 11 by 

Marchese et al, J.Phys.Chem. Submitted. 

{6) "A Monte Carlo Computer Simulation Study of aqueous hydration of the 

glycine zwitterion at 25°C 11 by Mezei et al, J.Mol.Structure and 

Dynamics. Submitted. 
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THE RECURRENCE TIME IN MOLECULA~ ___ Q'iNAMICS ENSD1BLES. 

~- Schoen, R. Vogelsan8, C. Hoheisel 

Introduction 

Most of the computer simulations on fluids use periodic boundary 
conditions to cope with the problems arising from the e~treme 
smallness of the model systems (L). Nevertheless, all the 
quantities obtained by these simulations a.re limited through the 
actual number of particles and the size of the simulation box. 

F'or the method of molecular dynamics (NO), this means in 
particular, that the time dependent phenomena can reliably be 
calculat>'!d only up to the recurrence time 1:' rQC o[ the model system 
given by the quotient of the box length L and the velocity of sound 
vs. 

l!Ys 
The vario~lS dynamic correlation functions f(t) which one is often 
interested in are therefore determinable directly only up to the 
value f(~~ac)• For values larger than fC1CrQe) one has inevitably to 
expect perturbations of f(t) owing to spurious correlations due to 
sound waves crossing the simulation box manifoldly (2). This is 
reasonable and can be read in text books and review articles (3,4). 
On the other hand, to our knowledge th".!re is no published 
manifestation of these spuriOlJs effects, which possibly occur if 
one tri.es to pursue dynamic correlations much lonser than the 
recurrence time of the system. 

Clearly, in liquid - like systems, many of the dynamic correlation 
functions mentioned above decay very fast, and in NO runs with 
common accuracy there is no chance of observing such perturbations 
of the functions for times longer than 'Lrec However, the mean 
square displacement (MSD) o£ particles and related functions grow 
continuously in liquids and thus can provide distinct 
about the long - time behaviour of the system. 

information 

During our studies on binary mixture systems we acttJally observed 
only one single case for whic~h the MSD of both of the components 
was appreciably disturbed after the recurrence time. At first this 
interesting 
supply the 

run was overlooked, 
program t.Jith the 

as for this simulation we failed to 
regular input parameters and the 
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prog<am was interupted after the calculation of the MSO. latet' 
noticed this remflrkable behaviour of the two :O!SDs shown in Figu<e 
1. The complete technical details of tllis run, the potentials used 

and the thermodynamic conditions ilre gathered togethe< in Table 1. 
From the Figure l it is evtdent th-'lt the linear behaviour of both 
of the MSDs :is disturbed beyond <l time of 3.00xlO.u s. Considering 

this time as the actual. recurrence time of the mixture system one 

easily finda a velocity of sound of 810 m/s, which is in good 
agreement with sound velocities in real liquids (5,6). 

Subsequently we have attempted to reproduce this run with several 
very different start configurations (the original start 

configuration was lost) without any success: the HSD displayed a 

linear behaviour in eve1:y case, even if the function was computed 
for times larger than twice the recurrence time. 

Co r!'!p u t a t i on o f t he me an s q u a r e d)c·. §SLPC1La'!.£C"'"· m!!OeLnUtcs!L_tc-QOJc'-----''cvcs'-'t"e"m"s'---'oc''-
different box lengths. 

To study the effect of the recurrence time on the behaviour of the 
MSD in detail ~e performed the following two sorts of calculations 
(see Table 1): 

(i) determination of the MSD 
la<ger than the estimated't' '"C. for 

for various times equal to and 

a small 256 perticle syst~m 

(ii) determination of the NSD for various 

smaller than the estimated '1:" t'Q.c for a large 

times equal to and 

2048 particle system. 

The results obtained by these pilot simulations are presented in 
the ~i.gures 2 and J for identical thermodynamic conditions: 

To. 111.5 k; e = 1.86 g/ml, and for both kinds of particles. The 
different lengths of the MSD are indicated in the figures by 

vertical discontinuous lines. From these plots it seems to be 
evident that neither an appreciable shortening nor a strong 

lengthening of the MSD 14ith respect to the recurrence time of the 
system leads to an alte<ed behaviour of that function. Even for the 
case wher<"! these correlation £,.1nctions have been pursued up to 

larger times than 2-"t',.Gc., no perturbations can be observo~d: Fir,•1re 
2. The indistinguishability of the curves guarantees nearly equal 
values for the self diffusion coefficients obtained from the slopes 
of the linear parts of the MSD. For compat·ison we list these valu~5 

in Table 2. Although these values agree fairly well within the 
estimated error bars of 3 percer1t, a systematic trend in the 

coefficients is visible. Regarding the self diffusion coefficients 
(SOC) of the 2048 particle system determined by the longest ~ISO as 
the 'best' values, the SOC determined from functions out of the 

range of the permitted recurrence time interval lie belo~ these 
values. In contrast, the SOC genet-ated by the ~ISO functions t·anging 
well in the interval of "'t'ro.c. <~.gree exactly with the 'best' 
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coefficients. This holds foi the 256 particle system as well as for 
the 2048 particle system: see T.able 2. However, attempting to 
obtain the SOC values from the linear branch of the perturbed NSD 

displayed in Figure 1, much larger values are discovered, which lie 
16 percent above the 'best' values. 

Discussion and conclusions 

The present calculations indicate unambiguously that the time 
dependent: correlation functions ger\erated by tolD simulations are 
influenced by periodic boundary conditions when computed for times 
appreciably larger than the recurrence time. However, normally the 
behaviour of these dynamic correlation functions is not drastically 
changed, so that quantities for the model liquid calculated from 
these correlation functions do not deviate largely from the 'true' 
ones. In those c.ases, for which remarkable structure changes of the 
computed correlation functions are observed for times larger than 
'tf'1Z.t.' it is not possible to use the unpP.rturbed part of t:hese 

functions for the determination of any quantity of the model 
system, as we have shown for the example of the ~JSD. 

We have at present no plausible explanation for the fact that in 
most cases ignoring the recurrence time limits does not lead to 
strange effects in the dynamic correlation functions comparable to 
those shown in F'igure 1. Presumably such effects are predominantly 
to be expected when the averaging procedure is insufficient, say, 
the time origins exploited for the means are highly correlated. The 
perturbed MSDs displayed in F'igure l are actually obtained by 
averae,ing over time origins which differed by only l .Oxlo·lJ s, 
whereas most of the test computations later performed involved time 
origins separated by more than 3.0xto"13 s. NonP.thelcss, extt·a 
simulations with an extremely small time origin distance revealed 
no other results than shown in Figure 2. 

To ensure, however, that eKploiting the observed disturbances of 
the tofSO for a determination of the velocity of sound is a 
reasonable method, we additionally computed the dynamic st~-u.:ture 

factor of that system. The adiabatic velocity of sound is in 
principle accessible from the Brillouin peaks of the dynamic 
structure factor S(k,t:..J) in the hydrodynamic case (7). 

As molecular dynamics calculations are again limited to not too 
small values of k and to times shorter than 't"I"Q.c• the hydrod;-namic 
case can only approximately be reached. As we are here only 
interested in the frequency distance between the first side. peak 
and the main peak of S(k, w), it is sufficient to determine this 
function up to the side peak. 

We show the 
and two k 

results of our simulation for a 2048 particle system 
values 4. Plotted is the total dynamic 
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str-uctur-e factor 5(k,w), which does not distinguish betwe~n th~ 
different kinds of particles in the mixture. 

The velocity of sound estimated by the time position of the 
Brillouin peak amount to 801 1n/s fork= 0.4665o-- 1 and to 751 m/s 
for k = 0.9330 o-·•. These numbers agree sufficiently well t.rith the 
value given above. 
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Table 1 

Technical details of the simulations of the mixture: 

A. Lennard-Janes potential parameters 

interaction type E:. k - 1 /K 

1-1 94.297 3. 5 91 

1-2 141.445 " 
2-2 212.167 " 

B. Thermodynamic state 

IT!K. 111. 5 
·--

' p/bar 100 I 

~ :/g _:_rn _ _, 
·--

1 . 8 60 (rn
1

=rn
2

=61.875 a.u.) 
-o.soo 

.. ---·--

c. Molecular dynamics 

run showing perturbed MSD 

number of particles 
box length 
time step 

number of steps 
in equilibriurn 

cut-off radius 

start configuration 

31 

256 
6.734o' 
1x1o-14s 

2200 

2. 5 6 

liquid 

test runs 

256; 2048 
6.734d ;13.~686 
1x1o-14s 

2000-8000 
(12000 for Sl~,"' 

2.5 6 

random, liquid, 
fcc-lattice 



D. Averaging process for the mean-square displacement (MSD) 

perturbed MSD 
-,----:----f-'-

number of time 
origins 

minimal distance 
between time 

total time 
for the MSD 

E. Recurrence times 

60 

particle number assuming 
V =1000 ms-1 

--------+-5 
256 

20 48 

-12 
2.42x10 s 

-12 
4.84x10 s 

32 

test MSD 

60 

-14 -i4 
2'10 x10 s - 1000x10 s 

using the V -value 
from this w5rk; 810 ms 

----,-
3.00x10-12s 

6.00x10- 12 s 



Table 2 

Self diffusion coefficients (SOC): 

N~256 from perturbed MSD from test !1SD 

At*) =480 At=300 At-640 .c.t=1000 
-5 2 1 D 1 /10 em s- 2o48 2 0 17 2o04 1. 98 

n
2

/10- 5cm2s- 1 2o08 1 0 75 1 0 61 1 0 55 

N=2048 from test MSD 

At= 180 At= 280 At= 480 

D.,-1 1 0- 5cm2 s - 1 **) 
2o24 2 0 17 2 0 1 3 

-5 2 -1 
1. 82 **) 

n 2 110 em s 1 0 88 1 0 81 

*) 

**) 

total time interval for the computation of the MSD :~t/1o- 14 s 
1best 1 value 
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Figure 1 

Mean square displacement (MSD) of particles of a 

Lorentz-Be_rthelot model mixture. Upper curve: component 

1, lower curve: component 2. The vertical line gives 

the time where the perturbation of the curves becomes 

visible. 
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Figure 2 
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FIG. 2 As in FIG. l, but for three lengths of the 1-lSD. The lengths 
are marked by vertical lines. 
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Figure 3 
MERN SQURRE DISPLRCEMENT 

N = 2048 
-12 

~ec"' 5 X 10 S 

*lOn--14- S 

FIG. J As in FIG. 2, but for a 2048 particle system. The vertical 
lines indicate the lengths of the t1SD. 
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Figure 4 
OYNRM!C STRUCTURE FRCTOR SIK.OMEGRl 
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-' FIG. 4 Total dynamic structure factor for the mixture system at k:=:O. 4665 <r , 
& k'"'o. 9330 o-"' determined for 2048 particles. 
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w. Smi~!l & K. Sirtge~. 

an attempt to .introdu<":e some of the quanLum f'.ffects <~bs<on::. 

model. TlH~ use of gaussL"ln wavepack<';ts is 

they prov1de a model which is very sim.ildr ~o ~ldssical ?drtlc:es 
in many respects but allow some insight ii\to cJU~O[Uro ~c~~~~~ (u 
ft~·JtUt"•" •=:.-plaited in many intt"Oductot·;: t0xts on qu;J.n:~•Jrn mech._'.ni•:s). 
In addition, the gaussian waveform lS stable; a Biven ~RVepackct 

,.~11 remain gaussJ.dn, without sp>:eading, if. t!1~: :Cc:J•>li. pocen:.:l.JL 

experienced by the go.ussian .is or" se··~ond •.:r l<"H·Hlr ot·ih~l- \•:\ '~h~ 

spatial coordinates. Lastly, th<~ gaussLJns have th<~ ·->:Jrnput,1tionul 
advantage tl1at they leKd to int~grals which in many cases ~rc 

~;;~.si.ly evaluated in a closed form. In common with other '>~<J.V-i'.' 

functions they ,~annat, of cours'!, be inte,r;\"<J.te(J Qv0.:::- si.nr;ulCJ.'i'~i~~s 

,.,.t··" (n>2), but this difficulty <Can be overcome (s·~e belo~,). 

The methocis tl1~t we h~ve employed ~r~ based 011 the work oi E. 
J. Heller (1), who investigated the use oi g.1USS1an wavcp~c:kets as 

i'. nkdns oi solvin8 the time d0p,;ndent Sc.:hro.~cting"~' '·!quat~on ~~~ 

scCJttet·ing 
Singer (2) 

pt·oblems. The med1ods were .3-daptc•d by :..; . Corbln and l\.. 
for use in semtclossical molecL:l.~r dyn21~i('S c1f mctny 

body It is systems. 
though re~trlc:ted to th~ case •Jr s~h~ri~al ga\Jssiar\ 

This, we beli~ve, offers ~dvantages oi simplicity and 
general '"' '-' ' ,~- i. :_ h speed over tile mor~ compli~~ted 

apparent disadvantage. rn the spirit of the CC25 

no 

we 
w-Lll not 
rnstead 
detai . .l. 

w·heo:-e: 

d!ld: 

disct\ss results at 
we will 

length; t~~se wlll 
th<~ foundat ~on and 
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D• 
J 

,, a con1plex scaL:n- pa1·ametet- det·~~-rnining tiv~ width of 
:.:he gaussicU\, ,, a c~()mplex scalar p.::lrameter determLn:np, the phae>e and 
normalisation of the wa~epacket. 7he normalisation of 
the leiavepacket t·e~qclires that: 

' 

i" a n:al vector ziv.l·.\c; ';.he~ mornc~ntum of til"! <:entre of 
the wavepacket, whic\1 is to be regard~d as the classical 
part of the momentum. (1·/e will assume subs,,quent.ly ::1-w.L 
the classical relationship: 

• p. 
_o 

(3) 

holds for the motiOll of the centre of the wavepacket). 
The general wnvcfiJnctlon fc1r a s~stem of S parti~1~s we assume 

to be a Hartree product of one- particle gausstans: 

'fie,-., .... , .f:',.,,t) <.:.> 

which 
fully 

implies the neglect of (anti -) symmetrisation required itl a 
qu.;:mtum mecha.nic~al tr~;ltment. 

The produ•:t function <~> appears to neglect inte~ - pa~ticle 

corcel.ations: ther-e is no explicit de?c•nd>'!n•~r-c on c.:oord'..n.:;tc~ 

- !"t howevl'"t", the ~a~e function is time 
l h·~ 

inst<:~ntaneous poc>'nti-Oli the SUl"COI.lnding 

]9 



' ' 

particl,::s, Cor~eL3tion effects ~re therefore at l~ast p~rtly t~ken 

into <~•_:count. 

Ouc aim is to solve, accurately as possible, the tirne 
dependent Schroedinger equa.tion: 

<5> 

y,:here: + 

is the single particle kinetic energy operator. 

is the inter - particle pair potential corresponding 
to pairwise additive c~ntr~l forces. 

There are two methods available for solving the time dependent 
Schroeding~r equation approximately. 
consequer1tly, are known to us as 
methods. \,<:'! do not pro~1ose to discuss 

the HELLER 

the HELLER l 

I and ['fELL~R I I 

method here, 
except to say chat it uses a locally quadrat1c approximation to the 
potentidl 

can then 
field acting on each gau~sia••· 1'he s.:hroedinger ~quation 

be <,.,rir:ten as a. set of line.a.c- equations in the time 

Jc'l"tVat.i~·cs of th~ p<lramet~rs <:Ji the one ~ pilClt,:L" <.-,'CJVc~fqni~ttons

The method wor-ks well only when the potential 1s haxnloni<:: ot· nearly 
so, i.e. for cr~stals ne~~ T: t) K. It appears to 
temperatures (7). 

The HEL[,ER II method is based upon u v;u-Llti.on 

L'li. l 

~ll."i.nl:;_~Jlr~ du<'! 

originally 

prin<::ipl.e'). 

between the 

to DJ.r,J.c, Frenkel and :0-kLclchl,n\ (')) (·~hr~ 'DF>~ 

This princ~i.ple mtni.misr.'S the 'n~e<Jn squ,lr~d' diffc;rcnc:e 
l<:!ft and t·ight hdnd sides of r;he time d"!p<~ndent 

Sc!1ro~ciinger ~quation (3) and is expressed i.n the iorm: 
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where 

The integr~l is clearly zero when the Schroedinger equation <5> is 
e~actly satisfied, but when this is only .approxim-.'ltely so, the~ 

integral is quadratic in in the error in 6, <:fe . T~u:; if w·c 
minimise the integral <6> with respect to e we will. optimise '~he 
solution of the Schroedinger equation for any given 

wilvefunction. 

Hartree product of S ga1Jssian 
wavepackets, each of which is defined by a set oi time dependent 

'- • \.. .. \' D ">< .,;s ·-.-. ,,x. '(~ .. ~ 

If the tri~l wavefunction is a 

pararnete\·s Aj"" wnere '\i...,. is one o.t ,.,., j,:~.~.l''.J •"':.'(.J•",j 
the DfM principle may be express~d aso 

Th<' operator H~ app".!aring in equations <7> 

particle flamiltonian operator defined by <Sa> 

s..Q.!lSequence of c1sing the Hartree approxim,ltlon, the 

v. is written as a sum of modified potentials 

+ 

0 (7) 

,, one 
in o.-;hi,:h, 

potential 

.J.O:' ,'l, 

t.:~r-111 

Since(~~ /()'>..~-)·turns out to bee pt·opoc-tio:hd t·-> , , (~~~~iL)c' 
the set of eq\Jatlor\s <7> is l.n f~ct cqLiivul~!lt to tl10 

rCQIJirement tilclt the zeroth, first ~r1d second moments of th~ 

difference betw·ecn ~~~j cmd _;,j;Q+j/Clt.vanish (.:.). Tlv1t is, the set 

of eqc;0.tions <7> :Ttdy be t"<C[)LJced by th.(~ <':c1'Jival~nt "'~t <9>: 
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f fu~j j 

.i.. j; d ) t~ 3 

d ~~ • 0 <9a> 

at 

s r ~_; ( H.; - .. A £.) t~ cl3 [; =. 0 <9b> 
- o-t. -

I r [.' o;,. -_. _,_ Q ) f" d1~~ ~ 0 <9~> 

" a-t. -

~·, 
~ a 

wh,:ore: (r·-R·) and~· 'lcc·-R·)\. 
... .I -J ... ~~ -J 

After suhatitution of the explicit forms <1> and<6> il\to the 
integrals <9>, the DFM principle produces the following sets of 
single - particle equations, which we identify as the equations of 
motion of the N partie!~ system: 

cf.t-:Lq;!i.t-+~A•"ncc~n+c~:vJ = o <lOb> 

ot.!::. .)I,.. ~l "2. 

(A.; +~A.;') [ ~.:. 4 ] +(00 ~ ~ • ~.; ~ 1'~/;l."'- ,.\j\:2.A:,J..,) ( ~'] (] Oc> 

-1- (~fii_; l = 0 

In the above equations the 
represent expectation l.ntegrals 
indicated by the suffices, e.g_ 
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6 

<ll> 

and account has been taken of the identitv : ~]= 0. 

The incegrals [\i.,i) , (~1 \i..ij, <md (§:V:J ,.-;,re obtainPd f1.·om 

<Bb>: for e~ample the basic potential energy integral is given by: 

< l:'.> 

where: U,j'!. is th.;: paic pot,..,nti<J.l function and R;t~ R~- R·.ll.· 

The potential function U.jiZ is impliJ.:itlY a Lemo;rd - Jones 
f•~nction, but the us•~al 12 6 form of the potential is not 
suitable fot" int>2~t·ation. InRtead we have used Gn app-,;-o:..:.imution to 

the Lennard - Jones function proposed by Singer (S): 

where c 4 and d. are paramet~rs adjusted so ~s to optimise th~ fit 

to the rl~sir~cl T.ennard - Jones form over the effective ranee of 
interaction. ~tth this modification W•! may evaluate tile int~gr2l 

r. vj) "' 

C.a. 

~,..~here: ( I + d"- ( 
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The 

simple differentiation; 

To provide 
inteerate the 

the solution 

'~quat ions <tO> 
to the 

fon.;arcl 

from 

<15> 

<16> 

Schroeding~r equation 
ln time. At this stage 

problem becomes essentially 0n~ of 1nolecular dynamtcs. 

by 

If ~e look first at ec]uatlon <lOb> and bear in mind the 
relatio1\ <J> we see at Ollce that this is readily written in a 
si.mpl<·~r form; 

<17> 

This equation may be easily integrated forw·ard in time by any of 
the USll<1l molec:ular dynamics :Jlt,orithms. Int,o·e,~·ation of thls 

equation gives us the position (~~) and momentum (f~) of ~he c~ntr~ 

of the eaussian wovepack~~t at any given timest<~P- •. t should \H' 

noted howc~v~~- thc;~.t w·hil..:;;, this equdtlon appeat·s simple, it is, 

thr-oueh the intoogr,lls [fr v.,.J and [.(~!YJ dependent upon "11 ttl·~ 
~a.ram~tet·s definl·.ng the t,;avepd.::kc~t. >he fn'.Jti·.Jn of ~h<: w'-JV•"P·'l·~k<"t 

c~11tres is therefore dPfinitely not cl~ssicul. In tl1is respe~t tl1e 

HELi.ER I I method diffet·s 
centres o( the 1-;avepa~ket~ follow 

~quations <IDa> and <lOc> 
c:o~lbi.nine UH~ t:wo 1,·c ma" r0·1dl:y 
involving the A~ parameters alone: 

HF.LLER 

classical trajcctori~~. 

produce ~~n •:!quation of 
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<t8> 

This fit·st ordet· ·~q,Jation may be integrat~d dir•~ctly, but we favour 
a liO!parameterised form, whi.ch we know as t}H• 2,- al3ot·ithm (()). This 

involves the substit1;tion 

• I ( J.. z~) A· J = Z· 
J 

~h~ch ~esults in the second order equations: 

" I 
Z· 

J 

.. , 
z.. 

J 

= z' 
" 

<l<J> 

<20b> 

' in which we h<:~v·e conveniently se!)ar,-:ttt~d ''lit th'' t-,,~'>•. (2~) ,;m(! 
" . imaginary (Zi) parts of the parame~er Z~. This form of th~ equation 

of motion for the ·'\i para1net(·'r is -31so easi.l;-· \;lti~2J'-J.t•~d [Qt"Vf-.lrds 

in time by conventional molecular dynamics methods. The values of 
the A~ parameters are readily obtained at all timesleps from the 
definition <19>. 

Armed witl1 a knowledge of a 11 
parameters at timestep, 
obt<J.in the~ v;'tlue of eac:h D.) pac,:.met~~r-. IL c-;e ;-H-•! not introrr.:;;tccd 

the phase, which is determined by the real part of D~, we m~y 
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' 
instead to evaluate oni.y of !J~ using t:b.<o 
normalisation condition <2>. 

above 

scl1eme for a system of N spherical gauss!atl wavepackets, how then 
may ,,.,~ in_~tialise a molecular dynn.mi.•~s simula.tion? ·:·o bet~in with ,.,-c 

may set the positions of the gaussLln centres (~~) on <l ;-cc ldtti<>~ 

or we may use <Jn ';1ged li([uid' o:onfig;n-;:Jti.on ;·lS r:wy he~ dorl•! ~n 

<:onventional moleculal· dynamics. 

The momenta of. ( p. \ 
\- .l/ 

bulk rnor; ion .o.p,d sealing r;o th<~ 

molecular dynamics. t!owever w~ 

the goussian centres 
v;ith t'emoval of 

l-.'E: nkly c;c~t r~lndomly, 

desired temperatur~, 
in classic<~l 

~~obl<!m associated w1th this proc~dure, as it is apparent that not 
all the kinetic energy of tt1~ 30\JSSlJtl wnv•~p;lckcts is c~rri~d hy 
their centres alone. Therefot·+:! chis .J,'oJSOo~iation of ~he 

temperature with 

q•Jestion. This is 

either, as the 

the k i. nf.:! tic~ of the centres is opert to 

associated wi::h not the only problem 

example simulation eiven below wi 11 inrii.c:ilt;~. 

However, in the absen•:e of a cledt·e~t· •Jnci~t-51:-dlldi.ng, ·,Jdopt the 

of interpceting the momentum tlte ~cntc~s of the 
wavepackets as defining the 
t>Jrn, defines to?mperature 

true temperature is shelved. 
The initialisation of 

t.'idth of 

method. 

the rP.al 

the gaussians, is a 
R~:memberinB that th(• 

part of each to zero 

the 
novel ~his 

p,lCilHI<C•':e:·s 'ir."<~ •:ompl ex, we~ 

(and r~ly on the subseqiJent 

which 

simulation 

first ~~~s 

dynami..:s 
to realist;£..: Vii1U~~s). imaginary parts cl~e obtained 
tht·ough a minimisation of the syst~m ·~ner.r,y 

potential), with respect to Aj 
us~ 3 simple 'steepest descent' 

the stnrt of the 

method. In the 

A~ parameters hdve tl1e same vallJe, but obviously, when 
liqttid' configuration is used, (·'ac:h g;tu,;;sLtn h<.ts ,1 uniqLlt·' 

. -\s fot· the D~ ~at·arneters; the redl parts rndy ,)~,;in D•c :-;et 

must the i~litli\; 

pLus 

'ag·~d 

1lal ue . 

zero, 

pzn·amececs r-2quired for th8 ~'l<::(c?-gc·a:;l<Jn r){ ::.:''-~ •·.'qii.~tions of mo•:ion. 

The Zj parrnetel:"5 !nay be i:n-bi.tl".>ll.".lly ;J.SSiGt.Hcd ~1nd •.-:e ~:~tos~; t',J Si~l: 

both real and imaginary pal:"ts to uncty. Th>" 7,__; "··~ ~-i:-:.<~d bv thr" 
initial c~hoiC<-~ 

" . ' z; "' -2,•\j /m and 
in Tabl-o~ I. 

" 
.-\j 

2A4 /m. 
parameter:'> 

The s t .. _n" t i n8 

!.IIH.i nn1~0t 

cotviitiuns 

b<~ '•ssi <'~n<c:d ,,.., 

ac-,2 sumnu~:ls<~d 

Thl:S f<J.r we ha1..·(~ outlinc~d Lho-• '-~:->Scllli.cll"-' or ,~, oiP!Ill':'-·lSs: .. :z·.~ 

simulation method. Tl1~ descriptlOil ~ould however be incompl~tc 

h'itnou!: some ,·:omm(~t\ts on the p<lriJm<~t<·'ri.'>Cition of the pai.:c ~Jot.~nti,>.l 

<13> At first the obvious .:hotc~ oi cl1e par~meters GA anJ dt 
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function appcopt·i-..lt'.~ to t;;H-" sy•;t,~m <)I' lnteC'-'St (as ho.d been done in 

(2) and(;")). Howev<~r in the light of cesults dnd on ~-efl,~ction, '-"''~ 

b~lieve th<"lt the P'-ll:;Jlll0tccs should be ;uijusLed so as '..:o obtu.in 
clos<~ i!gc·eement between the Lennat·d - Jones fun.:tion «nd :;(<,~ mt:!a.n 

p.Jit· potential bct1,·een t'h•o gaussi-:ln l.;<.~vepa.ck.o;>ts <:?.1>. 

[ v..;t] 
L,_ 

ell " 
~:.\ 

where: E_;u • ( 

instantaneous value 

- lh.. - l ) E..;eJ>. '"-"'-(> ( -ol .a. E..;e.a_ ~..i~ 

I 4 2d.a_ 

of <Ill 

& 

'. ' 

J 

-I ( 

of the pair potential, 
It is 
which 

this fun•::tion, 
pL~vs ~h.;, J:ol<~ 

<::: 

of 

the empiri<:al effect:lve pair potenti.1l. The 
in the~ usual dpplications ·)f ~-~~nnard - Jon.::s 
p~-:~ir po~.~ntial~ one ds,;u!IH'!S the syst(~m 

problem at:ises he<:ause 

atld othet: effective 
to .-:onsis:.: of [!oint 

pat·ticles, with the 
inter,1ct:i.on si•~es p1·oduced tJy th·~ w;JV(·'pa,:kc~t. The two llT<' not 

equivalent mathema.ti<:3l~y. whateve~ th~i~ fun~tional ~or~-

This prescription does in fact lead to better asre~ment 
between simulated dfld expet·im<~nt~\l ,;alur;:s of th':'.' :;>ot,~ntiai ·2net·g;..· 
of the system, but .it is at the pt·L.::e of ;1 mon~ •.:o•npli,;t,~d 

proceciut·e. Tht·ough the t-~rm E..i1I.A. (.:f . .-:q•.l.J.t:on <1-+">) th-~ 

int~~J.-.Jc:tion p<)t<:ntL·ll is depend~~nt upon the mean ,,.idth c>l t:H: 

gaussian wavepackets. Thus befot~ we can begln our simu~a~ion in 
<2-:lt'l"l<:!Sl:. <,.;(; must ha,;e a good id,-;;:l of the ·v·.·JliE~ of liH' •"'-''''"!g<'! w·idt:h 
parameter. Therefore 1t 1s necessary to perform pr~limin~ry runs ~o 

obtain ;-1 ;:>otential ,.,,n,.;ist~'nt with the widt~ paclmet~'c·s i.:: t:-l'' 

final simulatiOll- This is an i!\convenient fe~tur~ of ti1~ met:hot!, 
but 1~1 most .::Lrccum:-;t;\nc~s, for.-tunar.ely, the sensitivity to the 

width paramete~ is not great. 
One on the 

Strange as it may seem, it 

constrain otJr si~IUlfltions 

in a ,:onv•·ltltiona.l classi<::al 

does not appear to be to 

to a pr0s~r!hed temperature, as is <ione 
sUnulation. If we .:~ttempt to do ~-;o, l,)y 

s,:alinz the '~Llssi.c,:ll ~<H>Inenti\ ~:;:~) i.n the usU<ll way, i.oi•.-' Fi:1d tfJ,'JL 

no equilibrium condition results. Inst,!3d tile kinetic energy of the 
(;3USSi.i.lll W-:""l'lep<:~c:k<.:t;; ~r01.;s \,·~thlJUL li.;nit, '..Yhi.·-~h i.n ·:i.il.":l ;JCoduces iF\ 
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in ~nergy. This is the problem we l1inted at ~arli~r 

. ' oounc, up in the probli.!m of 

dcfilllllg the temperature ot the s~miclassical syst2m, but it ls not 
nl present understood. 

probll'fll, 
Corbin 
is donE:' 

is not to say how~v~r, th~t there is no solution to tl•ls 
In tho~ meantime we have adopted th•::: suggestion of \ 

(7) and ab.:n1doncd tc•mpt~<<JturC> s(:aline altog•~ther. 1-ihe>n '::!>is 
the system does evcJltiJolly achieve its own equiithrl•Jm 

reasonnbl•) period of time, though not i.lt the t,•rnpcl:a.tu\·t~ 

one may i1av~ d~s1red. If the o~iginal ·~rystal melts the temper3ture 
inv;n·i,,:;,ly falls to some equilibr.ium value bela\; the irti.ti,tl •~·al!i'.~· 

Thus by the simple ex~edient of starting at ., 
it i.s jlOSSi.hl<·', ·..;i.th 'l 

arrLve ut a temperature close to that desired. It is ~t50 

to r~ - ~~ale ~he init1al classical kinetic ~:1erey dt tl1e sta1:t of 

subsequent runs. 
~e ~011C]•Jde thl~ arti•::Q with a short examln:ttic)l1 ,,( il ty~i ill 

run of our semiclassical ~0 program. The run presented i.1~ Tabl,~ 

is ,, shor~ simulation of 108 :0\o:!On atoms •...;ith :.\ ono.Ln- ··/Olume of 
1.65E-3 m, and at a 'tempera~ure' of 33 K- The potential paramete~s 
USt'd <.;ere C 1 :o-9.1):.~:-J3 ,J, C2 "'-2-71E-21 J, d,"'l.37E20 1n•

4 ::tnc\ 
...: - ·, - n~' n ~a d. 'O h L d . '-':..---)"::'~1"::' rr. correspon tug- toe enna.<· JOil<~S p<:~re~mec·cc·s 

£. /k9" 36.g K, 0"'"' 2.71l0E-lQ m a.nd '~ mean squan~ w·i.dth of 
J.(JE-22 m~ The tim~step used was very sho-ct b;- normal :-!D stand<:~rds 
.'Jt ,S.tJF.-;(, s. Such a short ti:nest<~p is nec:ess,n·;- bf!l:iliJSe 0[ ~:\<! 

rapid r~te of change of the zaussian width parameters Aj· 
'l·i<~ note first of all, the f.:tll in to,.mperature ·~:(.p~ct:ed <1s t~1<'.' 

simul.:r.ti<>n pc-o<:eeds. St.;;.rting fl:om ;J i"CC l3tc:'.C-'! wi:.::-, '.:h'~ .i.ccit:,1: 

tc'!~["'!t.'!tun.~ ;)f 80 K, the syst!-'!11 equili.brates itself quiti; •"{U.l•:k:y 
~o about 33 K- Nevertheless the q•Janctlm k1ne~~·: en~rgy rema1nq high 
thcoughotlt the simulatlon; wh;1t is 

·~:1c 

cor-rection for the 

cha classical kinetic 
)(II) 

Jp;:,.~a.rs ::a 

·:nn onl;: 
lineat· combirHltion of 

morr:!" pleasi.ng 

kinetic eneq:;y is CiJJpro:-:HnHt•:•i.y 
energy for Seen, but here i.t is 

-::ompon0.nt 

in the chosen ~rial fun.~tion 

by il more fle'Ciblc") 

)1) 

oi' 

two or mor<~ gauss1a.n ·..;,lv~[)<IO::k-2ts. 

aspect of the Slmul~t~Oll is tl1e 
is 

quan~um 

!)•'''~ent <.>f 

~he n•:cir~:-

timest~ps. 1"!'0 total <JI&antum en~rgy <q·:·E> rE'mains 
J/mole to within B.OE-2 J/mol·~ for the l2st 
(approximately 3 ps). 

fixed ·lC -392.0 

potenti~ll enrcrgy of point [KH"tl·~l·O"S sited at til<' centres of :...; . .:;.'''~ 
[:><to::kets, i~lter<lr:~i.n{', ;.,·ic.h r;i>t' pot<:nt"i<.il 13> Vi!.th the ~)i1J.";Hnt•t.:•J·:~ 

glvel\ ~bove. It s~rves to show that it is signiftcantly differ~11t 
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rrom the 'quantum potential energy' <QPE> cal•: ;lac2d ~ith ~l1e sam~ 

potentL<l function by <t2>. 
One effect ~-o·e might expect to b~~ pr::se~r:t, i.s the tP.nckncy fot· 

the gaussian wavep~ck~t~ to spr~~d in the course of the simulatiott. 
This i:; expected sirh~e the local potenti<li. ,.·,:q)<~ri.eth:::<-•d by the 

gaussLans is likely to be far from quadratic- Ai~er an initi~l 

period during 1-.'hich c:he .aver<:lge width of. the g<lussia.ns, '..;hlc~h iS 
measured by the parameter <1-·/XX:>, decrP.;)Ses, the.r~ does ~lppeG.r to be 
some 

data presented itere ~re inconclusive. Other rutts i.ndicate that the 
spn~ading durine 3 ps is min1nMl. 

In figure l, we present the t·adial distl:ibution 

function obtained 
relative positions of the ceo1t~es of (.-\ f 11 L 1 
calculation involving iltteB~ation over 
in two w·avepad<.ets L~ possible, hut 

~xpensivt"!). The s:igcli!"i,-:clnt th.cn;', 
appa~ently a degree oi penetratton of 

all distances belwt~en poitlts 

:it is likely to v·~ry 

:-;eon -'J.toms, (the closest .'!ppt·o;-h~h is 
h<~cci spi«<~-e t·a<i'iu·.;; o£ the 

appt·oximately C'. i'>S o- ) . 
Qualitatively thi.s behuvio•n· is correct-

Lastly, by way of .'J. demonsct"o;;.ion that the method ''a;·, ~ro<.:idt! 

dat~• on tim•~ dependent efie.:ts, we pr•~sent a 
<HJ t ocorre 1 at .(on func cion in i:igun~ 2. Thf! 

piot ·:d th-:~ 

curh:t ton ~s 

from the motion of 
dppearan(::e. 

the wavepacket centres and has 

RF.FERE:\CES. 

~.--elo·~~ty 

<'alc~ul.Ltc::d 

.'l. nonn.3J. 

(l) E. J. Heller, Chern. Phys. 62 \:}.:. ... (l97)) o.nd 64 63 (1976). 

(3) .-\. [), !-!c~La.chLln, :!ol0c.. t'lws g 1'1 (\9f,__,;.. 

(.:.) K- Singer, 
S_lmulation" 

CC?3 Symposium on 
Oxford :-lard\ 12. - 1 ') 

"Qu._.H<turn 

th. l ').3.:.. 

(6) T'~r i.\<!:Jr, 'Pro'ol~ms in Qlw.ntum :-.l<:c:hdni·::;; 
p.lil) (!975) 
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1982. 
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T/\Sli7. 1. Initialisation of G.\,'.1?. ~I.D. ~!ethod. 

~J - set on FCC lattice or 'dg~J liquid' Config11r~tion. 

~J - set randomly, remove bulk motion, scale to temperature. 

,\ - s8t real pin-t:.; to <.el.·o, sec imaginat·y part;; to give 
th~ minimum total energy for the system at the start . 

D, - set using ~ . ;;nd nonnal-Lsat· !.on c:ondi t ion <2>, 

z, -set both real ~nd imaginary parts to unicy. 

" ' ZJ - set t·~~al part to -:?..'\, /m, imaginary p!..!rt to :?.,\_, /m. 
(/1, LS the imagindry part of A,). 

so 



TABLE 2. Example Run of G .W.P. M.D. Program. 

Time (CPE) <CKE> <CTE> TEMP 
Step <QPE> <QKE> <QTE> <WXX> 

I -1799.0 997.8 -801.2 80.0 
-1750.5 1159.0 -591.5 4.648 

500 -1761.5 438.2 -1323.2 35. 1 
-1456.0 863.9 -592.0 3.0.34 

1000 -1746.5 387.9 -1358.6 31. 1 
-1437.1 845.1 -592.0 2.983 

1500 -1753.4 421 . 6 -1331.9 33.8 
-1505.7 913.6 -592.0 {,. 698 

2000 -1769.6 430.0 -1339.5 34.4 
-1521.3 929.4 -592 .o 2.884 

2500 -1765.1 415.9 -1349.1 33.3 
-1516.5 924.6 -591.9 2.955 

3000 -1760.6 402.3 -1358.4 32.3 
-1491.0 899.0 -592.0 2.953 

3500 -1753.0 398.6 -1354.4 32.0 
-1467.3 875.4 -591.9 3.349 

4000 -1765.7 411. 0 -1354.7 33.0 
-1470.2 878.0 -592.2 3.539 

4500 -1760.3 414.0 -1346.3 33.2 
-1471.5 879.6 -591.9 3.305 

5000 -1751.3 399.6 -1351.7 32.0 
-1449.5 857.5 -592.0 3. 163 

Note: All energ1es given in J/mole., 
(potential energies do not include a long range 
correction of approximately -119 J/mole). 
<WXX> in units of l.OE-22 ml 
Temperature is in K. 
Timestep is 8.0E-16 s. 
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VACANCY ORDERING IN CaMn03-x . 

S. C. Parker-. 

The calcium manganese oxides, CaMn03-~ (where X varies from 0 
to 0.5), have generated much interest recently (t-2) as oxidation 
catalysts. Their structures are based on perovskite (CaTi03 ), 
Figure l (i), which is comprised of Ti06 octahedra sitting at the 
corners of a cube with calcium at the cube centre, 

We were interested in a number of problems; firstly, we wished 
to model the observed distortions of CaHn03 from the ideal 
perovskite structure. Secondly, to show that on loss of oxygen, 
manganese, which is reduced to an oxidation state of III from IV, 
remains close to its original position, but in a square pyramidal 
site. Finally, to explain why, for some stoich1ometries (i.e. 
CaMnO'l·7S) many different ordering schemes for oxygen vacancies 
coexist. 

The potential model used to study this system was comprised of 
coulombic and parameterised two body short range interactior\ energy 
terms. In addition we allowed for electronic polarisability using 
the shell model. The parameters were derived empirically by fitting 
to the structural, elastic and dielectric data of the component 
simple oxides (i.e. CaO, Mn203 and MnO~)- Vnce we had obtained the 
desired parameters we checked that they 'Nere indeed transferable by 
considering the two end -members; CaMn03 and CaMnO'l·S· In eacrt 
case we started the simulation with atoms at or near sites 
corresponding to the ideal perovskite structure and proceeded to 
minimise the forces affecting both atomic coordinates and cell 
dimensions. 

We found that we reproduced the obser\•ed structure of CaMnO:J 

to within l - 2% (3), Figure l (ii), showing that the potential 
model for Ca'l.+ and Mn4-' was reliable. The other end- member 
presented a problem because one could envisage a variety of 
ordering schemes for the oxygen vacancies, (see ~igure 2), thus we 
calculated the lattice energy of each. The relative lattice 
energies after equilibration are plotted in Figure 2, which shows 
that the relative lattice energy is appro~imately proportional to 
the coulombic repulsion between neighbouring vacancies. The graph 
also includes the energy in terms of kT with the dotted line 
corresponding to the temperature at which the sample was quenched. 
This agrees with experiment in that, assuming a boltzman 
distribution, one would expect mostly phase I, which is observed. 
Moreover, the calculated structure for phase I is in good agreement 
with a recent neutron diffraction study (3). 

The same procedure was applied to the intermediate 
the oxidation 

phase 
CaMnO :l. 7S', where 
III. The relative 
before and are 

half the manganese ions have state 
energies of a number of phases were calculated as 
given in Figure 3. However, we note that all the 
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t'"elative eoet""gies of the given phases are below the quenching 
tempet""ature which suggests that all the phases may be present, as 
is observed experimentally. 

We have shown that fot'" a given stoichiometry an important 
factor for determining relative stability is the coulombic 
repulsion between oxygen vacancies, and where structural 
information is available we are in good agreement. The next stage 
of this work is to study the dynarn1.c properties (i.e. oxygen 
vacancy mobility) and thereby pred1ct which stoichiometry would be 
best suited as a catalyst. 

(1) Grasselli R. K. and Bu-.:rington J, D. in "Catalysis of Organic 
Reactions" (Ed. W. Hoser), Marcel Dekker Inc. p. 17 (1981), 

(2) Sleight A. w., Science, ?08, 895 (1980). 

(3) Poeppelmeier K. R. et al. J. Solid State Chern. 45, 71 (1982). 
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THE IDENTIFICATION OF A DROPLET IN EQUILIBRIUM WITH ITS VAPOUR. 

R. F. Fowler 

1. Introduction 

In the simulation of small droplets in equilibrium with their 
vapour (1,2] it is often necessary to locate accurately the centce 
of the droplet, which can drift away from its original position. If 
the number of particles in the vapour phase is significant, the 
centre of mass of the whole system is not an accurate guide to the 
centre of the droplet. 

We assume spherically symmetric particles and say that any two 
are "neighbours" if their centre-to-centre separation is less than 
some value Rn. Then particle B is in the same group as A if they 
are neighbours, or a neighbour of A is in the same group as 8 (2]. 
With a suitable choice of Rn, the largest of these groups defines 
the droplet. The centre of mass of the droplet is then readily 
found. For the Lennard - Jones 12-6 interaction it was found that 
the largest cluster size was virtually independent of Rn for Rn in 
the region of 1.9 o- (see figure) and so that was taken as the 
criterion for separating the drop from its vapour and in defining 
the centre of the drop. The difference between the centre of mass 
of the whole system, and that of the cluster is of the order 0.3 o

for a 260 particle system ( o- is the particle diameter). 

2. Simple-minded sorting 

At first we used a simple-minded routine for finding the 
largest cluster, which is list8d in section 4, This assumes that 
one particle (number IC) is already known to be within the cluster. 
We then search for the nearest neighbours of IC, according to the 
distance criterion Rn, and any that are found are recorded in the 
array NCL. The search then proceeds to find the neighbours of these 
that are not already recorded in NCL, and repeats this until the 
size of the cluster in NCL does not increase. The first NC elements 
of the array NCL then contain the index numbers of atoms within the 
cluster. This method has been found to be extremely slow and takes 
many times longer to compute than one simulation step. Since we 
need to relocate the cluster fairly frequently (say every ten 
steps) to follow changes, it slaws the simulation to an intolerable 
degree. The coding given in section 5 is more complex, but is about 
fifty times faster. No doubt experts on sorting could improve this 
further, but as the routine takes rather less than the time for a 
simulation step, such improvements would have little effect on the 
total time taken. 

3. More sophisticated sorting 

This FORTRAN 77 subroutine is composed of three parts: 

(1) For each atom, find all the unique neighbours (i.e. if 2 is a 
neighbour of 1, do not count l as a neighbour of 2). All the 
neighbours are stored in the large array LIST. 
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(2) Go tht"ough the list obtained above assigning "group numbers" to 
each atom such that two atoms have the same group number if they 
are linked via neighbours. 

(3) Find t;he largest group and return the members of it in the 
arl."ay ICLUST. 

In more detail the sections work as follows: 

(1) The loops DO 10 and DO 20 run over all possible pairs. RCUTSQ 
is the square of Rn. Any neighbours that are found for a given atom 
I are stored in the array LIST, with the "pointec" <.~rray elements 
II?TH(I) and IPTT(I) giving the stat"t (Head) and end (Tail) of its 
neighbou...-s. 

(2) The integer array !GROUP contains a "group number" for each 
atom that is initialized to zero, indicating no neighbours. The 
loop DO 40 then processes each atom and its neighbours. The code up 
to label 50 stores any non-zero group numbers that these atoms have 
in the array IGNUM, with IPTGN giving the top element. If more than 
one gcoup number has been found, then these groups are all linked 
together by the present atom. Hence the loop DO 70 makes all the 
other group numbers equal to the first one. If no group numbers are 
found, a value of I is used. The loop DO 90 ensures that all the 

neighbours have the correct group number. 

(J) The final loop DO 100 finds the first group to contain more 
than one third of the total numbel." of atoms (NP), and returns them 
as the first LEN elements of the at"ray ICLUST. The choice of one 
third is arbitrary, but works at most reasonable temperatures. 

Note that the size of NLIST required depends on NP n.nd the 
value of Rn used. 

[l] J, G. Powles, R. F. Fowler, W. A. B. Evans, 
Letts., ,9.§., ?.89. 

1983 Chern. Phys. 

[2) J. G. Powles, R. F. Fowler, W. !\.B. Evans, 1983 Physics 
Letters, 98a, 421. 

4. Simple subroutine 

c POSITIONS OF PARTICLES ARE IN ARRAYS X,'i,Z 

NC=l 
NCL(l)""IC 

2 NCP"'-NC 

DOlO II=l,NCP 
I=NCL( I I) 
DO 20 J:::l,NP 

DO 21 JJ"'l ,NC 
21 IF(J.EQ.NCL(JJ))GO TO 20 

R2=(X(I)-X(J))**2+(Y(I)-Y(J))**2+(Z(I)-Z(J))**2 
IF(R2.GT.RCUTSQ)GO TO 20 
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NC::::~NC+l 

NCL(NC)=J 
20 CONTINUE: 
10 CONTINUE 

IF(NC.GT.NCP)GO TO 2 

5. More sophisticated subroutine 

SUBROUTINE GETDRP(ICLUST,LEN,RCUTSQ) 
PARAMETER(NP::::~900,NLIST::::~l2000) 

COMMON /POS/ X(NP),Y(NP),Z(NP) 
INTEGER ICLUST(NP) 
INTEGER LIST(NLIST),IPTH(NP),IPTT(NP),IGNUM(50),IGROUP(NP) 
LCOUNT=l 
DO 10 I=l,NP-1 

IPTH(I)=LCOUNT 
DO /.0 J.,I+l ,NP 

R2=(X(J)-X(I))**2+(Y(J)-Y(I))**2+(Z(J)-Z(I))**2 
I~(R2.LT.RCUTSQ)THEN 

LIST(LCOUNT)=J 
LCOUNT=LCOUNT+l 

END IF 
?.0 CONTINUE 

IPTT(I)=LCOUNT-1 
10 CONTINUE 

DO 30 I'='l,NP 
30 IGROUP(I)=O 

60 

DO 40 I=l,NP-1 
IPTGN=O 
IF(IGROUP(I).NE,O)THEN 

IPTGN::.IPTGN+l 
IGNUM(IPTGN)=IGROUP(I) 

END IF 
DO 50 J=IPTH(I),IPTT(I) 

NJ"'-LIST(J) 
IF(IGROUP(NJ).NE.O)THEN 

DO 60 K= 1 , IPTGN 
IF(IGNUM(K).EQ.IGROUP(NJ))GO TO 50 

IPTGN=IPTGN+l 
IGNUM(IPTGN)=IGROUP(NJ) 

END!~ 

50 CONTINUE 

80 
70 

IF(IPTGN.GT.O)THEN 
DO 70 K=2, IPTGN 

KG=IGNUM(K) 
DO 80 KK=l ,NP 

IF(IGROUP(KK).EQ.KG)IGROUP(KK)=IGNUM(l) 
CONTINUE 

ELSI!: 
IGNUN( 1 )=I 

END IF 
IGROUP(I)=IGNUM(l) 
00 90 J~IPTH(I),IPTT(I) 

NJ=LIST(J) 
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IGROUP(NJ)aiGNUM(l) 
90 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 

110 

120 

LEN"'O 
DO 100 I=l,NP 

I~(IGROUP(I).GT.O)THEN 

ICOUNT=l 
IG=>IGROUP(I) 
IGROUP(I)=-IG 
DO 110 J=I+1 ,NP 

IF(IGROUP(J),EQ.IG)THEN 
!COUNT,ICOUNT+l 
IGROUP(J)=-IGROUP(J) 

END IF 
CONTINUE 
IF(ICOUNT,GT.NP/J)THEN 

LEN= I COUNT 
IG=-IG 
DO 120 J=l ,NP 

IF(IGROUP(J).EQ,IG)THEN 
ICLUST(ICOUNT)=J 
ICOUNT,ICOUNT-1 

END IF 
CONTINUE 

END IF 
END IF 

100 CONTINUE 
IF(LEN.EQ.O)THEN 

W"RITE(*, ' ('' 

STOP 
END IF 
RETURN 
END 

*"'******* NO CLUSTER > ~p /3 1 ' ) 1 ) 
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RADIATION DAMAGE BY MOLECULAR DYNAMICS. 

n. M. Heyes. 

The purpose of this note is to paint out a subject of study 
for MD which has been somewhat neglected, despite the fact that ~lD 

was partly originally formulated to investigate this area of 
research. Radiation damage is the rearrangement of sol1ds by hot 
atoms or ions. It comes in a number of sub - branches. One being 
Sputtering, which is the removal of surface molecules by impinging 
particles. 

MD is well suited to investigate the mechanism of radiation 
damage. For example, the figure shows time elapsed track histories 
of the effects of a 2000 eV model A.r+ hitting a model 20 KCl 
surface at 20 degrees incidence (t). The regular nature of the 
atoms in a crystal facilitates the 
impact point by the physical transport 
correlated collision sequences (so 
figure demonstrates. 

removal of energy from the 
of nonequilibrium ions along 
- called "focusons"), as the 

There are special d1fficulties in applying MD to such high 
energy events. firstly, one is exploring a range of the interatomic 
potential for which there is often little experimental information. 
Small changes in these potential parameters can have an enormous 
effect on the course of a damage event. Secondly, it is not easy to 
follow the lattice relaxation (following the radiation's entry into 
the material) within the framework of periodic boundary conditions. 
(The correlated collision sequences can extend for many crystal 
layers). The alternative configuration of a microcrystallite soon 
becomes computationally expensive. 

Nevertheless this topic seems a timely area of study, 
especially in the light of new graphics capabilities. 

(1) D. M. 

(1981) 225 -
Heyes, 
239 
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Pigure Caption. 

The KCl crystal structure at times t (ps) after the 
commencement of a model Ar moving towards ~he surface. The 
subsequent motion of each ~on is denoted by a line drawn from its 
centre, superimposed on the starting configuration. K is a solid 
circle, Cl is a dashed circle. 
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(i) 

t = o. 0 o ps 

( ii) 

t=0.37ps 
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POTENTI1~L MODELS fOR COMPUTER SIMULAJ'IQN 

This circular gives a preliminary programme for the CCPS 
sponsored Meeting on 'Potential Models for Computer Simulation', 
which will take pl<.~ce at University College London from Thursday 20 
th. September to Friday 21 st. September 1984. Accommodation will 
be at Passfield Hall on the nights of the 19 th. and 20 th. 
September and the cost will be £ JO per person attending. The 
reduced fee of & 10 will be ch<.~rged to postgraduate students. 
Postgraduate students who contribute lectures or posters will not 
be charged. 

The theme of the Heeting will be recent developments in both 
theoretical and empirical potentials for use in simulation and will 
consist of four sessions; 

(i) Quantum Mechanical Potentials. This will last 
on the 20 th. September until mid-afternoon. 

all morning 

(ii) Potentials in Molecular 
occupy the late afternoon of the 

Beam Studies. This session will 
20 th. September. 

(iii) Effective Potentials. This session will 
morning of 21 st. September. 

occupy the whole 

(iv) CCP5 Steering Committee Meeting. 
afternoon of September 21 st. 

This will occur on the 

The speakers who 
participate and the 
follows: 

have, at 
subjects 

the time of 
proposed far 

W. Busing (Oak Ridge L.:~boratory, U.S.A.) 

writing, agreed 
their lectures are 

Effective potentials for the simulation of molecular crystals. 

p, van Duijnen (University of Groningen) 
Potentials for polymeric systems. 

J. Kendrick (I.C.I. Runcorn) 
Non empirical potentials for non - metallic solids. 

G. Lewis (University College London) 
Effective potentials for oxide materials. 

S. Price (University of Cambridge) 

to 
as 

Intermolecular 
structure. 

forces new clues from molecular crystal 

M. Rigby (Queen Elizabeth College) 
Effective potentials and non- additive terms. 

G. Scoles (University of Waterloo, Canada) 
Surface scattering and three - body forces. 

A. J. Stone (University of Cambridge) 
Intermolecular potentials; insights 
calculations. 
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Readers 
Meeting should 
st. July 1984, 

who wish to contribute a lecture or poster to the 
send a completed registration form not later than 31 
to: 

Dr, C. R. A. Catlow, 
Department oi Chemistry, 
University College, 
20 Gordon Street, 
London WCl OAJ 

Ple.ase provide an abstract w_;t_!:~~-you_! __ ~_Q.I?.!i£~ __ ':1:_?!!_• Preference will 
be given to contributions from postgraduate students. A poster 
session will be arranged for disappointed contributors and others 
who wish only to present a poster display. 

The Chemistry Department 
within easy walking distance of 

of University College London 
the Euston Railway Station. 

,, 

A registration form for attendance at the Meeting is attached. 
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CCPS MEETING: 'POTENTIAL MODELS rOR COMPUTER SIMULATION' 

LONDON 20 - 21 SEPTEMBER 1984. 

REGISTRATION ~ORM 

I wish to attend the CCP5 Meeting on 'Potential Models for Computer 
Simulation' to be held at. University College London from 20 th. to 
the 21 st. September 1984: 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

.. , ....•......... , ... , ........... (Prof. ,Dr. ,Mr. ,Mrs. ,Miss.) 

............................................ 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

E'lease indicate your accommodation and meals requirement,· 

Delete as appropriate: 

1) Bed and breakfast for two nights (19th & 20th. Sept.), 
cost:~· 30. 

2) Bed and breakfast for two nights (19th & 20th. Sept.), 
(postgraduate not contributing poster or lecture), cost: ··tO. 

3) Bed and breakfast for two nights (19 th & 20 th. Sept.), 
(postgraduate contributing a poster or lecture), cost: Nil. 

Please specify any special req1Jirements or diet: 

............................................................ 

Delete as appropriate: 

I wish to present a lecture I poster display entitled: 

............................................................ 

Please forward an abstract with this registration form. 

I enclose a cheque for 
MEETING' . 
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payable to 'CCP5 POTENTIALS 

Signed: .............•....... ,, . 



Please ceturn befot"e 31. st. Jul_x to 

D~. C. R. A. Catlow, 
Oepat"tment of Chemist~y. 
Unive~sity College, 
20 Gocdon Stceet, 
London WCl OAJ 
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?rJTE:rr:ALS fOR GAS ?HASC: .J.ND SURFACS SCA7T~R:Z~IG CALCULATIONS 

Pr-eliminary prog-r•Jr.Jr.e for conf~rence to be held 2u-25 S.::pt~mber 1984, 
Cambridge, 2nglanC 

The, mee 1: i ng 'Hill begin at 2. 00 pm on i"londay 2 !l Sept e:nber, and •..Jill cant l. nue 
until 6.00 pm on 1\:esday 25 September. It is sponsored joint.:..y 'Jy t:-1e 
Collaborat.i·ve Compuc:ationa2. ?:-ooject.s on Hea'l:r ?art.:.cle Dynamics (CC?6) =nd 
Surface Science (CCP3) of the UK Scie:-1ce and .::ngineerir:g ~esearc!"l Council. 

The purpose of the meeti::g •..Jill be to reyie'" recent theoretic.:;.l progress in 
the determination of' potentials for use in gas phase and surface scatt.~ring 
calculations. These two areas of research are of::e:1 reported in different 
strands of the scientific literature; i': is ':he aim of this :lleeti!'lg to 
illustrate the si:nilaritds in both the lt.""ld.erlyi;Jg physics and 
':.heoretical techniques used·, and to promote contact ~et:..reen researchers in 
t.he t;.ro fields. 

The in vi tee! lectures ·,.;ill be as :~allows: 

'II. Allison (Universi':.y of Cambridge) 
Smpirica.l Kelium-:<ietal ?oter:.tia:s and Their Relation ':o 3urface 
Structure 

R.3. Ger"sler 
T:'le !nversion ?roble:n in Heavy Particle J:mamics: 
Interaccion Potentials f:"cm Scatte!""'ing .I:-ttensi':ies and Spectroscopy 

J. Harris (Instit.'..lt fUr E'est.~Orperfsrschung, .jlJlich) 
Interaction 0f H2 molecul-es ·,.;ith Simple and. ~ob!.e :-Jetal Sun~aces 

S. ;.£ollo•,;ay (Uni versi t.:r of :..1 'rerpool) 
Gas-Surface Interaction Poc:eru:ials Using 

u-.N. ,~turrell CUni·rersity of Sussex) 
Title to be a.nnounced 

R.. Schinke C-!ax-?la....'lc'.<-Ins::it'..lt, Gdtti:lgen) 
Rainbor.-•s :md i1 esoner.r:ces in ~olecul e- Surf e.ce Sea 1: t e!' i ng and 7he i ~ 
~elation to the Interacsion ?otential 

G. Sco.!..es (Uni·re!""'si':'J of ·,-iat.erlco, ·.:anada) 
The .Joys and. Sorrc""s of >!ul::.iparamet.e!""' :nterJotions 

Contributed ;::aoers on the foLowir:.g ~epics are ir:.'r~ted: 

?itt.ing at ;Joter.t.ial ene!"gy surfaces tc ex~eri.<Jent.al 

Ab initio calculation of ?Otential energy surfaces 
Potenti.als for inelastic and !"~acti·•~ processes 
:-Jethods for gas phase and surface sca::.~eri'lg cal·::•.:..:.anons 

There 'Hill only be room for a fe•tf ac!di::.ional cr,::.l presc:n.tations, and mcst 
contributed ;::apers · ... ·ill to be i.n the :~cr:n of posters. 
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Those 1nterested irl attending the meeting are requested to complete the 
attached registration farm and return it to 

Dr. J .Y!. Hutson, 
Potentials Confe~ence, 
University Chemical Laboratory, 
l.ensfield Road, 
Cambridge CB2 12~ 

E:ngland 

by 20 August 1984 at the latest. Those ·,..;ishing to \)resent ;Japers should 
reply as soon as possible. 

There •,;ill be no registration fee. Accommodation will be in single study 
bedrooms at Pembroke College, Cambnd.ge. Lectures '...Jill be held e.t the 
University Chemical Laboratory (5 minutes wa2.k). =\.ccommodation, including 
conference dinner on 24 September and breakfast and lunch on 25 September, 
is avallable at a (subsidised) cost of £30. Bed and breakfast f'or the 
nights of 23 and 25 September is available at an additional cost of £18 per 
night if desired. ?ees for accommodation are payable at the start. of the 
confe~ence. 

Full detai2.s, including the fir:al programme and a map, 'Hlll be se!'"lt. out about 
2 ,.;eeks before the meeting. 

Travel to Cambridge 

?rom London: There are frequent trains (about ho1..:rly) .Cram London's 
[..iverpocl Street and :<ing's Cross Stations. The latest tr"ains ar:"i'ring in 
Cambridge in time for ;:;,e st::;>.r~ of ::he :neec;ing are as follows: 

(,i 'rerpool Street 
King's Cross 

12.05 
12.04 

(arrives CGmbriGge 13.10) 
(change at :toyscon for CambrL:ge at 13.20) 

From :!eathrow: There is a di:--ect bus to Cambridge (no. 079) leaving ~eathrow 
at 10.30 and arri'ring at Cambridge at 12.45; other"Hlse, take the train 
(Pi·~cad:.Uy line) Lnto :.ung's Cross (very frequent, jour:1ey time 5o :ninutes) 
and thence to Cambridge. 

From Gat·...rHk: Take the train to 'nctoria (trains every i5 :ninutes, journey 
time 45 minutes). Then 
either Victoria Line to King's Cross anC:: ::r-ain to Cambridge 
or Coach ::o Cambridge frcm ~lictcria Coac~ Station 

Lucan and Stansted Airports are mar<: ccrweni8rH:. tor Cambridge ~han either 
Heathrc•,..; or Gat·.-~ick. ~rom Luton, catch ?erci'ral's bus around 1 i.ilC (from 3ay 
1 or 2, arriYing Cambridge 13.00); from Stansted, ::here are frequent trai:--~s to 
Cambridge (journey time less than 1 hour). 

Sy Car: There is no car parking available :n Pembroke College, al:.hough there 
is an (expensive!) multi-storey car park about 5 :ninutes ·...;alX ?..',.;ay, 
approached dawn Pembroke Street from 7rumping::on Street. 

Organising cornmi tt.ee: 
R.J. Blake 
D.C. Clary 
J .1-!. Hutson 
J.E. Inglesfield 
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Reglst~ation for~ 

I ·;~ish to attend the conf-:rence or. rrpotent:ials for Gas Phase and Surface 
Scattering Ca2.culations", ::a be held in Cam"::lridge tr"cm 24-25 September 1984. 

Name Prof. /Dr. /~!r. /~!rs. /~iss* 

Address 

Please indicate accommodation and J'leals required: 

1) Sed and breakfast. for nLght of 23 September (£13) 
2) Room and meals during conference (£30) 
3) 3ed and br~akf as t for night of 25 Sep ter:1ber ( £ 1 3) 

Special requirements or di-:lt: 

(yes/r:o):f 
* (yes/no)-
* (yes/no)· 

I •,;ish I do not 'rlisn* to present an oral contribution I 

Please r-eturn thl.s farm to 

Dr. J ,;1.1, Hutson, 
?otentials Conference 
Uni,rersity Chemical l.aboratory, 
Lensfield Road, 
Cambridge 
C32 12W 
England 

by 20 August. 1984. ?lease do not send ;Ja;nnent tcr e.ccommodacicn Jetor~ the 
meet.ing; money ·;~ill be collect.ed at the start of ':.he ~or.eer";nce . 

• Delete as necessary 
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